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IHRC lines of action

International Human Rights Commission Foundation - IHRC is a neutral, transnational intergovernmental organization based in Switzerland. He is an experienced, highly specialized peace negotiator and humanitarian aid provider, managing the work of the international IHRC Group. Thus, it guarantees professionalism, reliability, quality, independence and transparency of all members of the IHRC Group and their activities.

Since its inception, IHRC has operated mainly in the international arena in zones of war and military operations, territorial and national conflicts, and humanitarian disasters.

On 3 continents, we closely cooperate with state authorities, creating conditions and securing platforms for official and unofficial work and arrangements aimed at resolving conflicts and restoring the application of HUMAN RIGHTS.

The IHRC Group works independently for everyone and everyone, regardless of skin color, religion, national or political affiliation, origin and wealth.

We work for the broadly understood HUMAN RIGHTS and all the resulting principles of local and international coexistence.
IHRC Group
STRUCTURE

IHRC Foundation Switzerland (Zurich)
IHRC nadacni fond Czech Republik
branches: Chad, Georgia, Guinea-Bissau, Lebanon, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan, Switzerland (Geneva), Ukraine.
IHRC nadacia Slovak Republic
IHRC public organization Ukraine
Governments agreements

- Autonomous Republic of Abhazia
- Republic of Chad
- Republic of Côte d’Ivoire
- Republic of Guinea-Bissau
- Republic of Niger
- Republic of Nigeria
- Ukraina
Local government agreements
ILOPA

Republic of Cabo Verde: Boavista, Grande de Santiago, Riberia, Santa Cruz, Sao Domingos, Sao Miguel,

Israel: Rishon LeZion

Republic of Moldova: Chisinau

Ukraine: Buturyn, Chernihiv, Drochobych, Kharkiv, Kyiv, Lviv, Polonne, Poltava, Pryluky District, Rivne, Zaporizhia
United Organizations

for Organizations from all over the world
to creating a transnational platform for cooperation and development
Our platforms & projects

- Special Monitoring Mission – Volunteers SMM IHRC
- International Local Partnership ILOPA
- United Organization
- Future
- Free Ukraine – Free Europe
- Observatory for Monitoring, Protection and Safeguarding of Children, Youth and Women
- Academy of Diplomacy - Training Course for Volunteers
- Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
- World Youth Movement
- Crime Prevention Education
Copyrights

Our logos and name

are protected by international patent law:

EUIPO Cert. No: 01751009; 017950468 & 018565691
WIPO Cert. No: 1590225
(IN - India, OA - African Intellectual Property Organization, PK – Pakistan, US - USA)
IPO UK Cert. No: UK00917951009 & UK00917950468
IPO Pakistan Cert. No: 240714
IPO Nigeria Cert. No: 032113
African Intellectualy Property Organoization – OA Cert No 15124001